
The i3TOUCH E-ONE delivers durability, and an all-in-one 
integrated experience for an incredible value. With 
high-precision IR technology and zero air gap, the E-ONE 
gives you an excellent multi-touch experience. 
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Experience ultimate value.

i3TOUCH E·ONE

Discover the features

REMOTE DISPLAY 
MANAGEMENT

OPERATES ON 
ANDROID 11

HIGH 
PRECISION IR

ONE CABLE 
CONNECTION

VIDEO 
CONFERENCING

The i3TOUCH E-ONE delivers durability, and an all-in-one integrated experience for an incredible value. With high-precision IR technology and zero 
air gap, the E-ONE gives you an excellent multi-touch experience. Running on Android 11 and preloaded with all the interactive essentials you need – 
whiteboard, annotate, present, browsing and video conferencing – the i3TOUCH E-ONE is a powerful asset for your classroom or office.  
Using i3RDM (Remote Display Management) you can work with ease and manage the i3TOUCH E-ONE remotely.

Have a hybrid meeting or lesson? Add a camera to your setup: one of your choosing from our integration partners, or an i3CAMERA 
to achieve a budget-friendly video conferencing solution. Host video conferences or classes with your own software by connecting  
your laptop to the E-ONE with a USB-C cable. Just one cable for audio, video, power, and touch.  



i3TOUCH E·ONE

Powered by i3STUDIO

Free software included.
Our interactive displays are powered by i3STUDIO – our free, pre-
installed software suite which includes: whiteboard, annotate, wireless 
presenting,  video conferencing.

i3STUDIO gives you access to your favorite apps and internet browser 
with just one touch on the intuitive interface. With a state-of-the-art OTA 
(Over-The-Air) platform, you can be sure your device is always up to date 
with the latest firmware. All of this is included in i3STUDIO with free 
updates, forever.

Full stack for 
great performance

i3STUDIO is built on completely new 
and future-proof technical architecture 

with improved management capabilities 
including: notification and messaging 
system, integrated support, and OTA 

updates.  

Go-to apps at 
your fingertips

The apps you rely on daily are 
available on i3STORE. Using the 

secure environment you can browse, 
install, update, and keep track of your 
apps on i3STUDIO. PowerPoint, Word, 

Zoom, digital signage, and more. 

Free lifelong 
updates

Forever-free automatic updates. No 
subscription fees, hassle-free updates, 
and one seamless updating process 
- all Over-The-Air. You will always use 
the latest software version even if you 

bought your device years ago. 



i3TOUCH E·ONE

Compatible products & accessories

Manage, maintain, and monitor 
your fleet of interactive displays 
from anywhere at any time.

i3RDM

i3CAMERA PRO

4K video conferencing camera with 
wide 120° angle, omnidirectional 
microphone and low light support.

i3CAIR
The i3CAIR Air Quality Sensor 
can monitor the air quality of 
your workspace or classroom 
and trigger alerts when rooms 
need to be ventilated.



Just one cable

Integrated SpeakersMulti-function button

Multitaskingi3STUDIO

Natural Writing 
The i3TOUCH E-ONE allows devices with a USB-C 

connection to be connected to the screen with 

one cable for image, audio, touch, power (65W) 

and camera.

The integrated audio system pumps out loud 

and full-bodied sound that is capable of filling 

a whole room.

Define your favorite actions on a hardware button. 

You can set it to freeze the image, take a screenshot, 

switch to your preferred video input source and more.

Supports split-screen mode allowing you to 

use two apps at the same time on your 

i3TOUCH E-ONE. 

Our interactive displays are pre-installed with 

i3STUDIO. i3STUDIO delivers everything you need to 

accomplish your best lesson, pitch, presentation or 

brainstorming session. Leave the room dazzled.

A natural writing experience is one of our top 

priorities. Thanks to the zero-air gap technology we 

were able to achieve a pen-to-paper feeling.

i3TOUCH E·ONE

Display fiatures

Motion and light sensor
The combination of a motion and light sensor will 

optimize your viewing experience to all lighting 

conditions and keep energy consumption balanced.

Easy Input 
Enjoy the freedom of connectivity with the frontal 

USB-C and HDMI input slots.  

Natural Writing.
A natural writing experience is one of our top 
priorities. Thanks to the zero air gap technology 
we were able to achieve a pen-to-paper feeling. Of 
course, we incorporated an eraser and writing side to 
the pen for convenient, intuitive writing.

See more

Display features

WINDOWS INKHIGH PRECISION IR

PASSWORD 
SECURITY

INTEGRATED 
BROWSER

SAFETY GLASS

WIFIOPS SLOT

HDMI, VGA, RS232 AND 
USB CONNECTIVITY

OVER THE AIR
UPDATES
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SURFACE
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Like to know more?
i3-TECHNOLOGIES HQ
Kleine Schaluinweg 7
3290 Diest
Belgium

+32 56 31 34 15
info@i3-technologies.com

facebook-f  YOUTUBE  twitter  linkedin-in
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